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Abstract: This paper focuses on the study of current knowledge regarding the use of hydrogen as a
reducing agent in the metallurgical processes of iron and steel production. This focus is driven by the
need to introduce environmentally suitable energy sources and reducing agents in this sector. This
theoretical study primarily examines laboratory research on the reduction of Fe-based, metal-bearing
materials. The article presents a critical analysis of the reduction in iron oxides using hydrogen, high-
lighting the advantages and disadvantages of this method. Most experimental facilities worldwide
employ their unique original methodologies, with techniques based on Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) devices, fluidized beds, and reduction retorts being the most common. The analysis indicates
that the mineralogical composition of the Fe ores used plays a crucial role in hydrogen reduction. Tem-
peratures during hydrogen reduction typically range from 500 to 900 ◦C. The reaction rate and degree
of reduction increase with higher temperatures, with the transformation of wüstite to iron being the
slowest step. Furthermore, the analysis demonstrates that reduction of iron ore with hydrogen occurs
more intensively and quickly than with carbon monoxide (CO) or a hydrogen/carbon monoxide
(H2/CO) mixture in the temperature range of 500 ◦C to 900 ◦C. The study establishes that hydrogen
is a superior reducing agent for iron oxides, offering rapid reduction kinetics and a higher degree of
reduction compared to traditional carbon-based methods across a broad temperature range. These
findings underscore hydrogen’s potential to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the steel
production industry, supporting a shift towards more sustainable manufacturing practices. However,
the implementation of hydrogen as a primary reducing agent in industrial settings is constrained
by current technological limitations and the need for substantial infrastructural developments to
support large-scale hydrogen production and utilization.

Keywords: decarbonization of metallurgical industry; low-carbon metallurgy; emissions; hydrogen
as reducing agent; iron oxide reduction; hydrogen metallurgy; laboratory research

1. Introduction

The steel industry is considered a crucial basic industry and plays a key role in
strengthening the national economy. Characterized by high energy intensity, large produc-
tion volume, and significant reliance on coal as the main energy source, the steel industry’s
energy demand and CO2 emissions account for approximately 8% and 7% of the global to-
tals, respectively [1–3]. The European Union’s energy policy aims to reduce dependence on
fossil fuels by promoting the use of renewable energy sources and carbon-free reagents [4–7].
Among these, hydrogen is particularly important and can also be used in iron and steel
metallurgy technologies [8,9]. As an emission-free substance, hydrogen does not pollute the
environment when released into the air, and is found in compounds such as water, natural
gas, a mixture of hydrocarbons, and methanol. Hydrogen is an energy-rich fuel capable
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of storing up to 33 kWh/kg and is considered the most promising clean energy of the
21st century due to its high calorific value, good thermal conductivity, and rapid reaction
speed, making it highly suitable for application in iron and steel production [10,11]. Unlike
natural gas or oil, hydrogen must be produced through energy-intensive processes [12]. Its
full utilization demands significant economic resources and new investments, currently
under intensive global research. Hydrogen offers a viable solution to decarbonize industrial
processes and sectors where CO2 emission reduction is critically important.

To lower CO2 emissions in metallurgy, particularly in steel production, the industry
has embraced not only hydrogen-based technologies, but also others technologies and
strategies. Electric Arc Furnaces (EAFs) leverage electricity, potentially sourced from
renewable energy, to melt scrap steel or direct reduced iron, drastically reducing CO2
emissions compared to traditional blast furnaces that use coking coal. Additionally, Carbon
Capture, Utilization, and Storage (CCUS) technology captures CO2 emissions at steel
plants and either stores them underground or utilizes them in other industrial processes
to prevent their release into the atmosphere. The steel industry also focuses on enhancing
energy efficiency through advanced process control, waste heat recovery, and upgrading
older equipment. Using biomass as a renewable carbon source for iron ore reduction
in blast furnaces significantly cuts CO2 emissions compared to conventional coal and
coke. Smelting reduction technologies like COREX and FINEX, which smelt iron ore
directly with coal and oxygen, eliminate the need for coking and sintering plants, and
reduce CO2 emissions when combined with CCUS. Initiatives such as HYBRIT aim to use
hydrogen produced from renewable energy for iron ore reduction, followed by steelmaking
in an electric arc furnace, to achieve near-zero emissions. The industry also promotes the
reuse and recycling of steel and optimizes resource use to minimize waste and lifecycle
CO2 emissions. Supporting these technological and process improvements, government
policies including carbon pricing and subsidies for low-carbon technologies are crucial in
encouraging the steel industry to adopt these environmentally friendly practices. These
comprehensive efforts are designed to significantly reduce the environmental impact of
steel production by incorporating advanced technologies, optimizing energy sources, and
implementing sustainable material handling practices [13,14].

Currently, 96% of hydrogen produced originates from fossil sources, while 4% is
derived from the electrolysis of water [1,15]. For large-scale hydrogen production for the
steelmaking process, existing technologies such as methane reforming, gas from coke ovens,
and coal gas are utilized. Additionally, new promising hydrogen production technologies
are being developed. These include water electrolysis powered by renewable energy,
biomass gasification, and hydrogen production using nuclear energy.

Despite its potential, H2 has not yet been used on an industrial scale in iron production
processes. However, its use as a reducing agent in the reduction of iron-bearing materials
has been proven feasible and verified at the laboratory level [12]. Laboratory research
into the reduction of iron ore using hydrogen is essential for developing more sustainable,
energy-efficient, and ecologically acceptable methods for iron and steel production. These
activities contribute to the industry’s efforts to reduce carbon emissions and transition to
cleaner, more efficient resource utilization methods. This paper provides an overview of
research activities conducted within the framework of reducing iron-bearing materials
using hydrogen.

The overall structure of this paper is divided into several parts. The first part describes
applications of hydrogen in metallurgical processes and associated projects. The subsequent
part provides an overview of laboratory research, detailing the methods and experimental
conditions employed. Following this, the focus shifts to the results of the laboratory
research. This Section offers detailed outcomes from various studies on hydrogen reduction,
covering aspects such as thermodynamics, kinetics, and the influence of different conditions.
The final part analyzes these findings, discussing the implications and potential of hydrogen
use in the industry.
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2. Application of Hydrogen in Metallurgical Technologies

Currently, hydrogen applications in the steel industry can be divided into three cate-
gories:

• As a reducing agent for the reduction of iron oxides, primarily used in the blast furnace
process and the gas-based direct reduction iron (DRI) process.

• As fuel for heating, such as in the processes of sintering, pelletizing, or heating
steel ladles.

• As part of protective atmospheres and prevention of oxidation of the processed mate-
rial. During heat treatments like annealing and sintering, hydrogen is used to prevent
metals from coming into contact with oxygen and other reactive gases in the atmo-
sphere. This helps avoid corrosion or oxidation of metals during processing. During
the heat treatment of carbon steels, hydrogen is also employed for their decarburiza-
tion. For this purpose, a protective atmosphere consisting of a mixture of hydrogen
and nitrogen is used [15–18].

The application of hydrogen for the reduction process in blast furnaces involves
injecting a hydrogen-enriched medium into these furnaces. Given the characteristics
of production in blast furnaces and the irreplaceable role of coke as the backbone of
these processes, it is not feasible to completely replace coke and coal with hydrogen.
However, with ongoing advancements in hydrogen metallurgy technology, it is anticipated
that the substitution ratio of hydrogen for carbon will increase, aiming to reduce CO2
emissions. This strategy represents a future direction for the development of the blast
furnace ironmaking process [6,15,19].

The application of hydrogen metallurgy in the DRI process is predominantly associated
with the gas-based DRI process, which currently represents more than 90% of global
annual DRI production. The gas-based DRI technology is relatively mature, with the
three main DRI processes—Midrex, HYL, and Finmet/FIOR—contributing approximately
75–80% to the total DRI output. Specifically, Midrex accounts for 60% of production, HYL
for 15%, and Finmet/FIOR for less than 5% [19]. These processes are continually being
developed and improved, as evidenced by innovations such as Midrex NG, Midrex H2, and
HYL/ENERGIRON [20,21]. These technologies utilize reducing gases primarily composed
of hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO), produced by reforming natural gas. The
primary aim of these advancements is to increase the hydrogen content in the synthesis,
reducing gas to approximately 60–70%, and ultimately to achieve the use of nearly pure
hydrogen (99.9%) for reducing iron ores and pellets. This shift focuses particularly on the
adoption of green hydrogen, aligning with the principles of green metallurgy [15,22].

To reduce carbon emissions and advance H-DR (Hydrogen Direct Reduction) produc-
tion in the steel industry, numerous significant projects, developments, and innovations
involving hydrogen energy production and its application have been initiated. Currently,
most of these projects are in the laboratory research phase, with only a select few metal-
lurgical plants conducting tests with hydrogen in pilot operations [1]. Table 1 provides
a summary of some ongoing projects, detailing their specific focus on the application of
hydrogen in metallurgical processes.

Table 1. H2 projects in metallurgy in the world.

Project Country Specification

H2 FUTURE Austria, Gemany, Netherlands

Initiated by Voestalpine, VERBUND, and Siemens, this project aims
to produce green hydrogen using renewable electricity. This is
accomplished through the operation of a 6 MW PEM electrolyzer
located at the Voestalpine Linz steelworks [1].
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Table 1. Cont.

Project Country Specification

H2 Green Steel Sweden

The goal of this initiative is to establish a facility capable of
producing green hydrogen, intended to replace natural gas in pig
iron manufacturing and to electrify the entire process. The only
emissions from this operation will be water vapor. Production is
scheduled to commence in 2024 [1].

Carbon2Chem Germany
This project focuses on converting by-product gases from the steel
industry into chemicals such as ammonia, methanol, and polymers,
while also recycling CO2 emitted during steel production [23].

SALCOS Germany
The project aims to produce green hydrogen by using wind energy to
electrolyze water, generating hydrogen and oxygen for use in iron
production [23].

GrInHy 2.0 Germany

The project focuses on producing green hydrogen via
high-temperature water electrolysis, utilizing electricity solely from
renewable sources. It also harnesses waste heat from the steel
industry to generate water vapor [1].

HYBRIT Sweden

HYBRIT technology aims to replace coking coal in iron and steel
production with emission-free electrical energy and hydrogen,
striving to develop the world’s first fossil fuel-free steel production
technology [24].

ULCOWIN, ULCOLYSIS
EU’s ULCOS project, which
involved many European
steelmakers

The ULCOS projects aims to electrolyze iron ore with zero carbon
emissions [1].

HELIOS Netherlands, Finland, Austria,
Belgium

The project aims to train 10 doctoral candidates in green steel
production using hydrogen. It combines research, internships, and
mentorship from leading companies, universities such as KU Leuven
and TU Delft, and research centers like K1-MET [25].

H2STEEL Italy, Netherlands, Spain,
France

The EU-funded H2STEEL project aims to transform organic waste
and biomethane into green hydrogen, carbon, and essential materials
using a novel catalytic pyrolysis technique in a new reactor. This
approach facilitates cost-effective production [26].

HyInHeat
Spain, Italy, Finland, Belgium,
Norway, Sweden, Germany,
Greece, Austria, Netherlands

The EU-funded HyInHeat project aims to utilize hydrogen for
high-temperature heating in the aluminum and steel industries. It
focuses on redesigning processes and employing simulations to
enhance energy efficiency and minimize hydrogen consumption [27].

Hybrid hydrogen-based
reduction of Fe ores Germany

The project combines hydrogen direct reduction (H-DR) and
hydrogen plasma reduction (HPR) techniques to efficiently reduce
and transform Fe ore, aiming to enhance energy and hydrogen
utilization [28].

Hydrogen plasma-based
reduction of Fe ores Germany The project focuses on researching the utilization of hydrogen plasma

(HPR) [29].

HARARE Norway, Greece, Germany,
Belgium, Sweden

The HARARE project is dedicated to using hydrogen to recover
metals and minerals from metallurgical waste, demonstrating
sustainable, carbon-free methods for metal production and material
valorization [30].

DRI expansion Project China Baosteel Zhan-jiang iron and steel project focused on the production
of H-DRI at a volume of 1 Mt/year [31].

Perhaps the most renowned project globally is the HYBRIT project (Figure 1), which
has developed the H-DRI (direct reduced iron with hydrogen) production technology.
Initial experiments are currently being conducted at a pilot plant specifically for large-scale
direct reduction using pure hydrogen. A preliminary study on direct hydrogen reduction
was completed in 2017, finding that the proposed technology route is technically feasible
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and economically attractive, particularly considering future trends in CO2 emissions and
electricity costs for northern Sweden/Finland. In February 2018, a decision was made to
construct a 1 t/h pilot plant at SSAB’s site in Luleå, Sweden, with construction commencing
in June 2018 [24,32].
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Currently, the project is in the phase of an experimental campaign for the production
of H-DRI. The setup is designed to use hydrogen as the primary reducing gas, but remains
flexible to accommodate other gases, such as biogas. Since 2016, a comprehensive four-year
research program has been ongoing in Sweden, involving several research institutes and
universities. This initiative aims to develop competence and knowledge across various
domains, including the basic mechanisms of direct hydrogen reduction in iron ore (H-DRI),
H-DRI smelting, innovative fossil fuel-free heating and agglomeration techniques, and
hydrogen production and storage. It also focuses on balancing the electricity grid and
supporting the steel industry’s transition to carbon neutrality. In 2019, plans were initiated
for the first demonstration plant for HYBRIT, scheduled to start operations in 2025 [24].

Engineering hydrogen-based iron reduction technologies, such as the HYBRIT ini-
tiative, involves overcoming several critical challenges. The process is notably energy-
intensive, necessitating substantial renewable energy inputs to ensure sustainability. Devel-
oping a robust infrastructure for hydrogen production, storage, and transport is crucial, but
also complex due to the stringent safety and efficiency requirements. Economic viability
poses a significant concern, given the high costs associated with hydrogen production and
the modifications needed for existing plants. Integrating new hydrogen processes into
existing steelmaking operations requires meticulous engineering to maintain operational
integrity and safety. Additionally, scaling up from pilot to full-scale production presents
risks associated with technology scaling and system reliability. Moreover, managing hy-
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drogen’s high flammability necessitates strict safety protocols and adherence to regulatory
standards [24].

2.1. Overview of Laboratory Research on the Reduction of Fe Materials by Hydrogen

Numerous studies globally have explored the use of hydrogen as a reducing agent.
This article specifically focuses on laboratory research concerning the reduction of Fe-based
metal-bearing materials, aiming to gather extensive information about the materials under
investigation, furnace equipment, reduction conditions, and the influence of various pa-
rameters on the reduction process and the properties of the resulting products. Typically,
laboratory experiments have concentrated on reducing ores, pellets, and synthetic powders.
The sizes of the samples and their grain sizes largely depended on the capabilities of
the experimental equipment available. Different methodologies were employed for the
reduction in each type of material using hydrogen, reflecting the lack of a unified, standard-
ized approach globally. Most experimental setups are characterized by unique, original
methodologies developed by the researchers, tailored to the specific nature of the samples
and the reduction parameters being monitored. Commonly used methodologies include
those based on TGA (thermogravimetric) devices, fluidized beds, and reduction retorts,
which rigorously monitor gaseous components, as shown in Figure 2 [33–35]. Another
potential apparatus for reducing Fe materials with hydrogen is a rotary kiln. However,
reports on the use of rotary kilns for the gaseous reduction of iron oxide are scarce, with
this method occupying a niche between fixed bed and fluidized bed reactors [36].
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ref. [35]. 2024 Elsevier.

Hydrogen flow rates in the experimental devices varied from 10 to 5000 mL/min,
corresponding to the sample sizes ranging from 10 mg to 1000 g [37,38]. Typically, tempera-
tures during hydrogen reduction were maintained within the range of 500–900 ◦C [39,40].
For specific experiments, depending on the studied material and the experimental objec-
tives, hydrogen reduction was occasionally performed at higher temperatures, ranging
from 1300 to 1600 ◦C [33,41]. Reaction times varied from 10 to 60 min, although some
experiments extended up to 150 min [42–44].

The materials investigated in these studies (Table 2), which were reduced by hydrogen,
can be categorized into:

• Fe ores/concentrates.
• Fe pellets.
• Fe synthetic powders.
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Table 2. Generalized characteristics together with reduction conditions and equipment used for the
investigated materials.

Researched
Material Fe Ores/Concentrates Fe Pellets Fe Synthetic Powders

Used Device Fluidization
Device

Laboratory
Device

TGA
Device

Laboratory
Device

TGA
Device

Laboratory
Device

Grain size 10–500 µm 44 µm–33 mm 8–15 mm 8–16 mm 1–5 µm 5 µm–5 mm

Sample weight 5–500 g 1–1000 g - - 10–20 mg 50 mg

Reaction time 4–60 min 30–150 min 120–150 min 45–120 min - -

Reaction
temperatures 400–800 ◦C 400–900 ◦C 800–1100 ◦C 700–1050 ◦C 550–1580 ◦C 25–900 ◦C

Reducing gas
various ratios of
H2:N2:CO; pure

gases H2, CO

various ratios of
H2:N2:CO; pure

gas H2

various ratios of
H2:N2:CO; pure

gases H2, CO

various ratios of
H2:CO:CO2:N2;

pure gas H2

various ratios of
H2:Ar:CO:H2O;

pure gas H2

various ratios of
H2/N2, CO/N2;

pure gas H2

In the studies, the ores were primarily reduced using self-constructed devices or within
fluid reactors. For reduction processes in fluid reactors, a characteristic grain size below
500 µm is required to ensure stable fluidization of the ores. However, not all materials can
be reduced using a fluidized bed due to their fluidization properties—the main limiting
factor being the settling of particles [45]. The ores investigated typically consisted of
hematite–Fe2O3, with a total iron (Fetot) content ranging from 68% to 55% [46,47]. Iron
pellets were reduced either in custom-built laboratory equipment or were closely monitored
using TGA (Thermogravimetric Analysis) equipment. The iron pellets studied included
both laboratory-prepared pellets and commercially produced industrial pellets [37,48,49].

The synthetic powders investigated in global studies were primarily in the form of
nanopowders and included various compositions. These comprised Fe2O3 with a purity
ranging from 99.5 to 99.9%, pure FeO, or mixed powders that combined several oxides and
hydroxides [38,43,50].

The reducing atmospheres used in the experiments varied depending on the material
being investigated and the specific objectives of the study. Most of the materials were tested
either in an atmosphere of pure H2 or in a mixture with the inert carrier gas N2 [43,48].
A significant number of studies focused on comparing the reduction potential of pure
reducing gases H2 and CO [40,51]. Various mixtures of reducing gases were also exam-
ined, primarily H2:CO:N2 mixtures, but experiments also included additional gaseous
components such as CO2, H2O(g), and CH4 [35,52,53]. The impact of the concentration of
individual gas components on the reduction parameters was carefully monitored. Table 3 is
a compilation of selected publications that primarily lists the reduction parameters, devices,
and materials investigated in individual laboratory researches.

Table 3. Publications focused on the reduction of Fe-based materials with hydrogen.

Fe Ores/Concentrates

Material Device/Reduction Parameters Results Reference

Iron ore–96.8% Fe2O3
samle weight: 8 g

grain size: 106–150 µm

Fluidization device
gas flow: 1.5 L/min

reaction time: 4–60 min
reaction temperatures: 600–800 ◦C

reducing gas: H2, CO, N2 in various
mixtures

The reduction of fine-grained iron ore
takes place more intensively with pure

hydrogen than with pure CO or the
H2-CO mixture.

Tao Zhang et al.
[47]

Powder magnetite ore
sample weight: 5 g

Fluidization device
Inner diameter: 25 mm
gas flow: 1000 mL/min

reaction temperatures: 495–570 ◦C
reducing gas: 80% H2: 20% N2

The degree of reduction increased with
the increase in reduction temperatures.

The reaction rate increased as the
reduction temperature increased.

Peiyu Li et al.
[54]
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Table 3. Cont.

Iron ore
sample weight: 400 g

grain size: 250–500 µm

Fluidization device
Inner diameter: 68 mm
gas flow: 25.9 NL/min

reaction temperatures: 600–800 ◦C
reducing gas: 65% H2: 35% N2

Higher temperature increases the rate of
reduction, especially in the intermediate

and final stages of reduction.

Spreitzer D. et al.
[45]

Fine-grained concentrate
based on Fe2O3

sample weight: 170 g

Fluidization device
Inner diameter: 26 mm

Height: 160 mm
gas flow rate: 0.2 m/s

reaction temperatures: 500–600 ◦C
reducing gas: H2

The reduction yield for reduction in a
fluidized bed using vibration ranged

from 90 to 98% after approx. 50 min of
reduction, while the increased frequency

(47 Hz) supports the yield.

Shuo Li et al.
[55]

Low-grade
magnetite-based iron ore

particle size ranges:
125–250 µm, 250–500 µm,

and full size (mixed)

Fluidization device
Inner diamter: 68 mm
gas flow: 15.9 L/min

reaction temperature: 700 ◦C
reducing gas: H2

Materials with higher temperature
pre-oxidation treatment showed better

fluidization behaviors.
Lower pre-oxidation temperature is

more beneficial for the reduction rate.

Zheng H. et al.
[56]

Hematite ore
grain size: 2 mm

sample weight: 1 kg

Fixed bed reactor
gas flow: 120 L/h

reaction time: 30–150 min
reaction temperatures: 400–500 ◦C

At a reduction temperature of 500 ◦C,
the amount of reduced Fe2O3 increased

rapidly at the beginning and then
increased slowly.

The reaction rate increased with
increasing temperature.

Wenguang Du
et al. [42]

Limonite Fe ore
grain size: 44–89 µm
sample weight: 5 g

Horizontal tube electric furnace
Inner diameter: 16 mm

Lenght: 950 mm
gas flow: 200 mL/min
reaction time: 30 min

reaction temperatures 700–900 ◦C
reducing gas: H2, N2

SEM analyses of the partially and fully
reduced particles showed that the iron

oxide in the ore was reduced to metallic
iron. As the reduction time increased,

the reduced Fe formed a shell
surrounding the unreacted oxides.

Zheng Wei et al.
[36]

Hematite fine-grained
ore

grain size: 53–63 µm,
75–90 µm, 100–110 µm

Tube furnace
Inner diameter: 100 mm

Lenght: 1300 mm
reaction time: 5–25 min

reaction temperatures: 1450–1550 ◦C
reducing gas: 40% H2: 60% N2

The effect of particle size 53–110 µm on
the degree of reduction is negligible.

Yingxia Qu et al.
[46]

Low grade iron ore
Grain size: 0.5–33 mm

Laboratory device
gas flow: 0.5–1.5 L/min
reaction time: 30–90 min

reaction temperatures: 300–600 ◦C
reducing gas: 100% H2

Quantitative XRD analysis indicates that
magnetite conversion is ~60% at 300 ◦C,

100% at 400 ◦C with ~10% ferrite
formation, and ferrite formation

increased to ~90% at 600 ◦C.

Nikhil Dhawan
et al. [57]

Fe Pellets

Material Device/Reduction Parameters Results Reference

KRPS pellets
CVRD pellets

sample weight: 250 g

TGA device
gas flow: 5 L/min.

reaction time: 120 min
reaction temperatures: 812/822 ◦C
reducing gas: CO/H2 in various

ratios

Pellets reduced in H2 swell easily due to
the rapid phase transformation

(hematite-magnetite-wüstite-iron) which
is associated with the higher degree of

reduction observed in H2.

Nyankson E. et al.
[37]

Iron ore pellets from
Outotec

diameter: 10–13 mm
sample weight: 3–3.7 g

TGA device
gas flow: 1 L/min.

reaction time: 150 min
reaction temperatures: 800–1100 ◦C

reducing gas: H2, CO

Higher reduction kinetics and thus
higher raw material conversion are

achieved in an H2 atmosphere than in a
CO atmosphere. In the presence of H2,
the porosity is greater. The pellets are
almost completely reduced to metallic

Fe by H2 at 800 ◦C.

Scharm Ch. et al.
[58]
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Table 3. Cont.

Iron pellets with
biomass and bentonite
pellet size: 10 × 15 mm

Laboratory device
gas flow: 7 cm3/s

reaction time: 30 min
reaction temperatures: 850–1050 ◦C

reducing gas: H2, N2

The time required to reach 99%
reduction range is shorter when biomass

is added to the pellets at the same
reduction temperature, reflecting the

accelerated rate of the reduction
reaction.

Dabin Guo et al.
[48]

Sintered pellets made of
hematite powder–99.5%

hematite

Laboratory device
Inner diameter: 24 mm

Height: 105 mm
gas flow: 0.75 L/min

reaction temperatures: 700–850 ◦C
reducing gas: H2/CO: 1.5

The reduction rate is higher for pellets
with high porosity.

Pellets with a lower density have a
higher reduction range and reduction

rate.

Dongchen Wang
et al.
[40]

Pellets
diameter: 12 mm

Laboratory device
gas flow: 5 L/min

reaction temperatures: 800–1000 ◦C
reducing gas: H2/CO in various

ratios

The rate of reduction was highest using
H2, the lowest rate was obtained using
CO, and the rate of reduction using a
gaseous mixture of H2 and CO was

intermediate.

Hai-bin Zuo et al.
[51]

Pellets from industrial
production diameter:

10–12.5 mm
sample weight: 500 g

Laboratory device
gas flow: 15 L/min

reaction temperatures: 700–1000 ◦C
reducing gas: CO:H2:N2 in various

ratios

During the initial stages of reduction,
the rate of reduction proceeds rapidly
and the degree of reduction increases

rapidly, then becomes less pronounced
in the later stages due to the resistance

of the product layer.

Qing Lyu et al.
[59]

Fe pellets from Shouqin
metal

diameter: 10–12.5 mm
sample weight: 500 g

Laboratory device
Diameter: 75 mm
Height: 800 mm

gas flow: 12 L/min.
reaction time: 45 min

reaction temperatures: 760–1000 ◦C
reducing gas: 75% H2:25% N2

The highest degrees of reduction were
recorded in the isothermal experiment at

900 ◦C.

Ming-Hua Bai
et al. [35]

Fe Synthetic Powders

Material Device/Reduction Parameters Reduction Parameters Reference

Synthetically prepared
samples of pure

hematite

Electric resistance furnace
gas flow: 70 cm3/min

reaction time: 6–18 min
reaction temperatures: 550–900 ◦C

reducing gas: H2

The reduction in hematite to magnetite
and the reduction in magnetite to

wüstite are very fast.
The slowest step in reduction reactions is
the transformation of wüstite into iron.

Damien Wagner
et al. [43]

Synthetic samples of
a-Fe2O3, a-FeOOH,

Fe5HO8.4H2O, Fe3O4,
FeO

TGA device
gas flow–50 cm3/min

reaction temperatures: 0–700 ◦C
reducing gas: 5% H2–95% Ar, 5%

CO–95% Ar

Complete reduction in hematite to the
metallic iron phase can be achieved even
at a low temperature of up to 380 ◦C in

pure hydrogen.

W.K. Jozwiak et al.
[50]

Hematite powder
sample weight:
0.013–0.019 g

mean grain diameter:
0.74 µm

TGA device
gas flow: 0.1 L/min

reaction temperatures: 550–1300 ◦C
reducing gas: H2:CO in various ratios

The reduction rate in hematite particles
increased with temperature, increasing
H2 molecular fraction and atmospheric

temperature.
The reduction efficiency from Fe2O3 to

Fe was more than 99.9% above the
temperature of 800 ◦C.

Jeongseog Oh
et al. [33]

Laboratory prepared
pure FeO

sample weight: 20 mg

TGA device
Inner diameter: 25 mm
gas flow: 20 mL/min

reaction temperatures: 900–1580 ◦C
reducing gas: H2

gas flow: 20 mL/min

The reduction conversion tends to
increase with increasing reduction

temperature during the same reduction
time, regardless of the phase state of the

reactants and products.

Jianliang Zhang
et al. [41]
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Table 3. Cont.

Iron oxide Fe2O3:
purity 97%

sample weight: 50 mg

Analyzer Micromeritic Autochem
2920

gas flow: 20 mL/min
reaction temperatures: 150–900 ◦C

reducing gas: H2:N2, CO:N2 in
various ratios

H2 is a better reducing agent than CO in
the complete reduction of Fe2O3 to Fe.

CO is a more effective reducing agent to
initiate the reduction.

Maratun Najiha
Abu Tahari et al.

[60]

Hematite powders:
purity 99.5%

sample weight: 50 mg

Laboratory device
gas flow: 50 mL/min

reaction temperatures: 25–600 ◦C
reducing gas: 100% H2

During reduction at a heating rate of 20
◦C/min, a phase transformation from a
mixture of iron and magnetite to wüstite
occurred already at a temperature above

510 ◦C.

Zhiyuan Chen
et al. [38]

Iron oxide powder
40 wt% hematite
(Fe2O3), 58 wt%

magnetite (Fe3O4)

TGA device
hydrogen partial pressure: 0.25–1 atm

reaction temperatures: 400–900 ◦C
reducing gas: H2 in various ratios

Full conversion to metallic iron was
reached faster at 500 ◦C than at higher

temperatures.
Fewer, but larger pores were observed
for reduction at higher temperature.

C.J.M. Hessels
et al.
[61]

Green compacts of
hematite

TGA device
gas flow: 1000 mL/min

reaction temperatures: 500–1000 ◦C
reducing gas: H2

The reduction of porous and dense
samples reveals the presence of

reduction rate minimum at 650 ◦C
which was attributed to sintering and

densification of the freshly reduced iron
around the oxide grains.

El-Geassy et al.
[62]

Hematite powder
particle size: 74 µm

Tubular reduction furnace
reaction temperatures: 600–1050 ◦C

gas flow: 3.0 NL/min
reducing gas: H2

The reduction rate of pure hematite with
hydrogen linearly increased with
temperatures from 600 to 1000 ◦C,

without a rate minimum in this
temperature range. Above 1000 ◦C, the

reduction rate decreased due to
sintering phenomena.

Junguo He et al.
[63]

Single magnetite crystals

Tube furnace
reaction temperatures: 900–1100 ◦C

reaction time: 420 min
reducing gas: H2

The reduction rate increases with
reaction temperature.

The reduction rate was found to be
controlled by the solid-state diffusion

mechanism.

Bahgat. M. et al.
[64]

2.2. Results of Research Studies Focused on the Reduction of Iron Oxides with Hydrogen
2.2.1. Thermodynamics and Kinetics Basics of Reduction in Fe Oxides by Hydrogen

The reduction in iron oxides is a gradual process that significantly depends on tem-
perature [65,66]. This thermodynamic behavior can be effectively visualized using a Baur–
Glässner diagram, as depicted in Figure 3. The diagram illustrates the stable regions for
different phases of iron oxides based on temperature and the degree of gas oxidation. The
degree of gas oxidation is defined as the ratio of the oxidized components in the gas to the
sum of oxidized and reducible gas components. From Figure 3, it is evident that the zone
of stable iron expands with an increase in temperature when hydrogen is employed as the
reducing agent. This observation suggests that higher temperatures enhance the efficiency
of hydrogen in the reduction process. Conversely, the reduction behavior of iron oxides
using the reducing gas CO exhibits an opposite trend, where lower temperatures may be
more favorable [15].
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The ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide in the reducing gas plays a crucial role in
controlling the reduction rate. Thermodynamic calculations indicate that CO has greater
reducing power at lower temperatures, whereas hydrogen reduction is more stable ther-
modynamically at higher temperatures. From a kinetic perspective, hydrogen atoms, due
to their smaller size and higher diffusivity, act as a faster reducing agent than CO at tem-
peratures above 850 ◦C. Thus, both thermodynamically and kinetically, increasing the
temperature enhances the reduction of iron oxides with hydrogen [67].

Additionally, the reduction reaction of hydrogen is influenced by dynamic conditions.
Factors that affect the reduction rate include temperature, pressure, gas composition,
grain size, the porosity of iron oxide, and the mineralogy of the iron oxide [15,68,69].
These elements must be optimally managed to improve the efficiency and speed of the
reduction process.

Kinetic studies have shown that the reduction in hematite progresses through sequen-
tial transformations, initially being reduced to magnetite, and then, at temperatures above
570 ◦C, it transitions to wüstite [66,70]. Below 570 ◦C, magnetite is directly reduced to iron
as wüstite is unstable under these conditions. The first reduction reaction (hematite to
magnetite) is slightly exothermic, allowing it to release some heat, whereas reactions (2)
through (4) (magnetite to wüstite and wüstite to iron) are endothermic, requiring the input
of heat to proceed [15].

3Fe2O3 + H2 = 2Fe3O4 + H2O(g)
∆H◦ = −3.197 kJ/mol

(1)

Fe3O4 + 4H2 = 3Fe + 4H2O(g)
T < 570 ◦C

∆H◦ = 151.079 kJ/mol
(2)

Fe3O4 + H2 = 3FeO + H2O(g)
T > 570 ◦C

∆H◦ = 74.747 kJ/mol
(3)

FeO + H2 = Fe + H2O(g)
T > 570 ◦C

∆H◦ = 25.444 kJ/mol
(4)
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As illustrated in Figure 4, the chemical reaction involves the adsorption of hydrogen
gas at the iron oxide interface [71]. This interaction is a critical step in the reduction process,
facilitating the transformation of iron oxide into iron.
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2.2.2. Influence of the Composition of the Reducing Atmosphere, Temperature and
Kinetics on the Reduction in Fe Oxides by Hydrogen

The reduction potential of hydrogen (H2) has been extensively analyzed across
various studies, with the general consensus indicating that reduction with H2 occurs
more intensively and faster than with carbon monoxide (CO) or in an H2/CO mix-
ture [33,47,51,60,72–74]. Tao Zhang et al. observed a reduction in fine-grained iron ore
using both H2 and CO in their study. They noted that the reduction with H2 was more
intense, effectively reducing iron ore grains at both high (800 ◦C) and low temperatures [47].
Marathon Najih Abu Tahari et al. explored the effectiveness of H2 and CO as reducing
gases on iron oxides. Their findings highlighted that H2 is a superior reducing agent
compared to CO [60]. This observation was further supported by Jeongseog Oh et al., who
monitored the rate of reduction of hematite particles in CO and H2 atmospheres. They
reported an increase in the reduction rate correlating with both higher temperatures and
increased H2 levels. At a temperature of 800 ◦C, the reduction efficiency of Fe2O3 to Fe
exceeded 99.9% [33]. The studies also revealed that a higher reaction rate is achieved by
increasing the H2 content in the gas mixture, particularly at temperatures around 900 ◦C.
This enhanced performance is attributed to hydrogen’s superior reduction and diffusion
capabilities compared to CO at temperatures above 890 ◦C [51].

The impact of hydrogen-based reduction gases (either pure or mixed gases) on the
reduction process is crucial. This is primarily manifested in the reduction and diffusion
capacity of the used reduction gases.

Zuo et al. found that when using pure H2, the diffusivity and chemical reaction rate
increase with temperature, and the increase in the reduction rate constant with rising tem-
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perature is amplified with increasing hydrogen content. The effective diffusion coefficient
is determined by the temperature and the physical properties of the gas. With increasing
temperature and H2 content, the diffusion coefficient also increases. Mixing just a small
amount of CO into a H2 reducing gas mixture drastically decreases the diffusion coefficient.
However, the reaction rate constant is not as negatively affected as the diffusion coefficient
when CO is introduced into a hydrogen gas mixture, according to Zuo et al. The reason for
this could be that it only takes a small amount of CO molecules to reduce the fluidity of
the gas and block the diffusion path, due to the higher viscosity and molecular size of CO,
thus hindering H2 from reducing the iron oxides, while the reaction rate constant remains
largely unaffected [51].

Incorporating nitrogen (N2) into a hydrogen (H2)-reducing gas mixture for processing
iron (Fe) materials impacts the process both practically and chemically. Nitrogen, being inert
under standard iron reduction conditions, does not engage in chemical reactions. It serves
as a diluent when combined with hydrogen, lowering hydrogen’s partial pressure. This
dilution effect diminishes the overall rate of hydrogen’s reaction with iron oxides due to a
reduced concentration of active hydrogen. Moreover, nitrogen’s distinct thermal properties,
such as specific heat capacity, modify the reactor’s thermal dynamics. It influences how
heat is absorbed, retained, and distributed within the gas mixture and the ore, potentially
impacting temperature stability and, consequently, the kinetics of the reactions. In industrial
applications, nitrogen helps regulate the flow and distribution of the reducing gases within
the reactor. This regulation is crucial for maintaining consistent conditions throughout the
ore bed, promoting uniform reduction throughout the batch. Economically, using nitrogen
to dilute hydrogen in the gas mix reduces costs since nitrogen is generally cheaper than
hydrogen. Additionally, nitrogen’s use increases safety by lowering the risk of flammable
conditions due to hydrogen’s high flammability [35,75].

One of the most critical factors influencing the hydrogen reduction of iron oxides is the
temperature at which the reduction occurs [76]. The process is significantly more intensive
at higher temperatures, around 800 ◦C, which notably enhances both the reaction rate and
the degree of reduction; increasing the temperature tends to increase these parameters.
Conversely, certain Fe ore grains are effectively reduced even at lower temperatures,
approximately 600 ◦C [47,77]. This observation is supported by the findings of Damien
Wagner et al., who conducted a study on the reduction of hematite powder at various
temperatures. Their results showed that the highest rate of reduction occurred at the
maximum temperature studied, which was 900 ◦C (illustrated in Figure 5) [43].
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The degree of reduction (degree of conversion) increases with the reduction tem-
perature during the same duration, irrespective of the phase state of the reactants and
products [41,78]. However, a critical temperature to consider is 570 ◦C, which marks the
lowest limit for the thermodynamic stability of FeO. Under specific hydrogen reduction
conditions, complete reduction of hematite to metallic iron can occur even at temperatures
as low as 380 ◦C in pure hydrogen [50]. When reducing magnetite to metallic iron below
570 ◦C, the resulting product is porous, which beneficially impacts the reduction by de-
creasing the gas diffusion resistance [54]. Kun He et al. observed the reduction in hematite
concentrate from Brazil in a fluidized bed at temperatures up to 570 ◦C. Notably, the FeO
phase was absent in the final product, indicating that the reduction proceeded through the
Fe2O3-Fe3O4-Fe pathway [79].

While temperature plays a crucial role in the formation of FeO during reduction, the
conditions under which heat is conducted (e.g., heating rate) are also vital. Zhiyuan Chen
et al. explored the effect of heating rate on hematite powder (99.5% purity). They found
that at a heating rate of 20 ◦C/min, the FeO phase appeared at 510 ◦C. Conversely, at a
slower rate of 10 ◦C/min, the FeO phase was not detected (illustrated in Figure 6) [38].
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Generally, the reduction from Fe2O3 to Fe3O4 and from Fe3O4 to FeO occurs rapidly.
The transformation of FeO to metallic Fe is the slowest step in the reduction reactions [43].
Initially, the reduction rate is high, and the degree of reduction quickly increases, but
the rate becomes less pronounced in the later stages due to the resistance offered by the
product layer [59]. Oscar Hessling et al. investigated the kinetics of reducing fine-grained
materials based on hematite and discovered that the reduction rapidly reaches an O/Fe
ratio of 0.5 within 120 s at 615 ◦C, but subsequent reduction slows due to the sluggish
diffusion processes. SEM micrographs of reduced and partially reduced samples indicate
that gas diffusion controls the reaction at later stages [34]. This finding is corroborated
by Emmanuel Nyankson et al., who studied the kinetics of ferrous pellet reduction. They
reported that the initial phase of reduction is governed by an interfacial chemical reaction,
while the later stages are dominated by diffusion [37]. During the reduction of FeO to
metallic Fe, the resulting metallic iron forms a dense structure that impedes diffusion and
mass transfer, making it challenging for oxygen to pass through the dense iron layer (as
depicted in Figure 7). Conversely, the reduction in Fe3O4 to metallic Fe below 570 ◦C
produces a more porous product, which positively affects the reduction by lowering gas
diffusion resistance [54].
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Chen Z. et al. conducted experiments on the reduction of hematite using hydrogen at
various temperatures and observed that at temperatures above 900 ◦C, the reaction rate
might actually decrease. This reduction is due to sintering effects and the formation of a
dense outer layer on the surface of the iron ore, which can inhibit further reaction [38,63].
Similarly, He et al. recommend a maximum reduction temperature of 1000 ◦C when using
pure hematite and hydrogen as the reducing gas, to avoid the drawbacks associated with
sintering phenomena [63,80].

In the reduction in iron oxides using hydrogen, understanding the intricate balance
between thermodynamics and kinetics is essential for optimizing the process. Thermody-
namically, the stability of different iron oxide phases is heavily influenced by temperature
changes. Higher temperatures are favorable for hydrogen as the reducing agent, as demon-
strated by the expansion of the stable iron zone in the Baur–Glässner diagram (Figure 3).
This creates a more favorable thermodynamic environment for hydrogen to effectively
reduce iron oxides. Initially, the reduction reactions, such as converting hematite to mag-
netite, are slightly exothermic, which releases heat and reduces the need for external energy.
As the process advances to reducing magnetite to wüstite and eventually to metallic iron
above 570 ◦C, it transitions to being endothermic, requiring additional energy input. Kinet-
ically, the reduction starts quickly with hydrogen gas adsorbing onto the iron oxide surface,
efficiently initiating the reduction from hematite to magnetite. This phase is marked by
high reaction rates due to the small size and high diffusivity of hydrogen molecules, which
allow them to rapidly penetrate the iron oxide layers. As the reaction advances and denser
iron layers form, the rate of reduction significantly slows. This slowdown is caused by the
increasing challenge for hydrogen to diffuse through the denser metallic iron layers formed,
particularly as temperatures increase and sintering begins. Sintering can further hinder
kinetics by decreasing the material’s porosity and surface area. Thus, effectively integrating
thermodynamics and kinetics involves managing the heat to maintain thermodynamic
favorability, while simultaneously overcoming kinetic barriers due to physical changes
in the material’s structure. Key strategies include maintaining optimal temperatures to
support endothermic reactions while avoiding excessive sintering and optimizing gas
flow and composition to counteract the effects of reduced diffusion in denser materials.
This careful management ensures that hydrogen reduction in iron oxides remains efficient
throughout the process.

2.2.3. Influence of Gas Flow on the Reduction in Fe Oxides by Hydrogen

In laboratory experiments, researchers have specifically studied the influence of hy-
drogen flow rates on the reduction process. Kulia et al. explored the impact of various
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hydrogen flow rates (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 L/min) on the reduction in magnetite ore at
900 ◦C and 1 atm pressure. Their findings indicated that increasing the hydrogen flow from
0.1 to 0.4 L/min enhanced the degree of reduction, as shown in Figure 8. However, flow
rates above 0.4 L/min did not significantly improve the reduction outcomes, leading to
the determination that 0.4 L/min is the optimal hydrogen flow rate for this process [44].
Kang et al. noted that there is a critical point at which changes in the flow rate of the
reducing gas primarily affect the concentration of the gas at the reaction interface. Once
the hydrogen flow rate exceeds this critical threshold, it indirectly influences the reaction
rate by modulating the hydrogen concentration at the interface. Consequently, any further
increase in flow rate beyond this point does not enhance the degree of reduction, indicating
that the relationship between flow rate and reduction efficiency is not linear [81].
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Peyiu Li et al. conducted research to evaluate the impact of gas flow rates on the
reduction in magnetite to metallic iron at 570 ◦C. Their study found that when the gas flow
rate was increased from 400 to 800 mL/min, the conversion degree (α) at the same reduction
time saw a substantial increase. This suggested that the reaction rate was accelerating, and
the external diffusion limitations typically associated with the fluidized bed were being
mitigated. Further increase in the flow rate to between 800 and 1200 mL/min did not
significantly affect the conversion degree, indicating a plateau in the influence of gas flow
on the reduction efficiency. Based on these findings, the optimal gas flow rate to eliminate
external diffusion issues and maintain a stable bubbling fluidized state in the bed was
determined to be 1000 mL/min [54]. This optimal rate helps to ensure efficient contact
between hydrogen and iron oxide particles, thereby enhancing the reduction process while
preventing the inefficiencies associated with excessive gas flow.

As the gas flow rate increases, the concentrations of reducing gases and the gas
velocity increase. Consequently, the Reynolds number, as well as the heat and mass transfer
coefficients, are increased. An increase in the mass transfer coefficient between the bulk
gas and the pellet surface leads to a higher concentration of reducing gases on the pellet
surface, which diminishes the impact of mass transfer on the overall reaction rate. Similarly,
with an increased heat transfer coefficient, the temperature of the solids rises, which leads
to an increase in the reaction rate and solid conversion [82].

The Reynolds and Sherwood numbers are dimensionless numbers used in fluid
dynamics and mass transfer analysis, respectively. They are important for characterizing
different flow and transfer regimes in various systems.
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Thomas Wolfinger’s study focuses on the mathematical evaluation of iron ore ultra-
fines for their use in a novel hydrogen-based fluidized bed direct reduction process. Typical
samples of iron ore ultra-fines, such as pellet feed, are analyzed and classified for use in
a fluidized bed. The operating field for a hydrogen-based fluidized bed direct reduction
process using iron ore ultra-fines is depicted in the fluidized state diagram according to
Reh’s approach, and is compared to other processes [83].

Reh’s diagram is used to classify different reactor types according to the material and
gas properties and process conditions, for example, shaft reactors or circulating fluidized
beds. The extended Reh diagram is crucial for optimizing the fluidized bed direct reduction
process using iron ore ultra-fines. The diagram helps assess how variations in particle size
impact fluidization quality and the minimum fluidization velocity, crucial for preventing
excessive particle aggregation. It incorporates the effects of gas dynamics, such as type and
flow rate, on gas-particle interactions through parameters like the Archimedes number and
Reynolds number. This understanding is vital for controlling the reduction kinetics and
ensuring efficient hydrogen contact with iron ore particles. The Reh diagram characterizes
fluidization regimes, identifying operational limits to maintain stable fluidization despite
the challenges posed by the fine nature of ultra-fines [83].

Geldart classified the fluidization behavior of solid powder materials into four groups
within a plot of density difference between the particles and the fluidizing medium against
the mean particle size dp. Group A particles are fine and aeratable solids, which show
high bed expansion and good fluidization quality. Group B particles are intermediate-
sized particles that show little bed expansion, and bubbles appear when fluidization begins.
Group C particles are very fine, and cohesive materials that form channels and agglomerates
and are difficult to fluidize. Group D particles are coarse and large solids that form vertical
channels [83].

Figure 9 displays an extended version of the Reh diagram, which includes various
gas–solid reactor systems (fields a to e), the FINMET operating field, and the operating
field R for the reduction of iron ore ultra-fines in a fluidized bed. The operating field R is
described as follows:

• Particle diameters, dρ, in size range of 2 to 90 µm, to account for 95 wt.%.
• Densities of the ore and DRI, ρp, between 5000 and 3500 kg/m3.
• Gas densities, ρf, and dynamic viscosities, ηf, for the H2 and H2/H2O mixtures at

temperatures of 873 to 1123 K and a pressure of 0.1 bar.
• Superficial gas velocity, u, between 0.15 and 0.30 m/s [83].

According to Geldart’s and Goossens’s classification, iron ore ultra-fines are mainly
Group A, Group A/C, and Group C materials under ambient conditions and air. For the
hydrogen-based reduction at higher temperatures, iron ore ultra-fines are mostly Group
A/C and Group C, according to Goossens’s classification. The operating field for iron
ore ultra-fines requires an extended version of the Reh diagram and does not fall within
the typical fields of circulating or bubbling fluidized beds. Changing process conditions
such as temperature and gas properties has little impact on the fluidization conditions or
the minimum fluidization velocity. However, altering the characteristic diameter due to
sticking significantly affects both the fluidization conditions and the minimum fluidization
velocity. Therefore, the characteristic particle or agglomerate diameter is the most critical
parameter for ensuring a stable fluidized bed direct reduction process [83].

In another study, they claim that as the velocity of the reducing gas (H2) increased
from 2.3 cm/s to 6.2 cm/s, the Reynolds number increased from 0.012 to 0.033, and the
Sherwood number increased from 2.08 to 2.13. This increase in Reynolds and Sherwood
numbers signifies an enhanced turbulent flow and improved convective transport of mass
and heat. Consequently, the mass transfer coefficient, which reflects the effectiveness of
mass transport between the gas phase and solid particles, rose from 41.5 cm/s to 44.5 cm/s.
This increment suggests that more reactive gas is being transported to the surface of the
iron oxide particles efficiently, thereby increasing the surface reaction rate [84].
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The higher gas flow rates induce greater turbulence which disrupts the boundary
layers around the particles more effectively, enhancing both mass and heat transfer. This
results in a higher overall rate of reduction reaction, as observed from the doubling of
the reduction rate at a gas velocity of 6.2 cm/s. In fluidized beds, although it is usually
assumed that the gas flow in excess of the minimum fluidization velocity does not affect
the mass-transfer coefficient in the dense phase significantly, the study findings suggest an
additional transfer mechanism at play [84].

This mechanism can be attributed to enhanced transfer between the gas in the dense
phase of the bed and the solid particles. Despite the beds being under chemical control,
where the reaction rate should theoretically remain unaffected by changes in gas velocity,
the actual impact on the overall rate and solid conversion demonstrates that fluid dynamics
and enhanced mass and heat transfer efficiencies contribute significantly to the efficiency of
the reduction process in fluidized beds. This complexity underscores the dynamic nature
of fluidized bed operations and the critical role of gas flow rates in optimizing process
outcomes [84].

2.2.4. Influence of the Composition of the Reduced Material on the Reduction in Fe Oxides
by Hydrogen

The influence of the composition of the reduced materials was examined by Edstrom
et al., who compared the hydrogen reduction of hematite and magnetite. As illustrated
in Figure 10, the reduction of hematite by hydrogen occurs faster than that of magnetite,
particularly at higher temperatures. This difference is attributed to the hard and dense shell
of magnetite, which impedes diffusivity [67]. Additionally, the higher density of hematite
(5.260 g/cm3) compared to magnetite (5.175 g/cm3) means that the reduction in hematite
to magnetite involves volume changes that lead to microcracking. These cracks act as pores
and enhance gas diffusion [67].
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Figure 10. Comparison of the reduction of hematite and magnetite at two temperatures: 450 ◦C and
800 ◦C Adapted from Ref. [67].

Heikkilä et al. compared the reduction behavior of iron ore pellets, agglomerates, and
lump ore at various temperatures. The lump ore exhibited the lowest reduction rate at
all temperatures, attributed to its low porosity and surface area. At temperatures below
800 ◦C, the pellets reacted more quickly, but at higher temperatures, the rate of agglomerate
reduction was greater (as shown in Figure 11). This is due to the higher initial content of
magnetite in the agglomerates, which reduces more slowly at lower temperatures [85].
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Hou et al. investigated the effect of particle size on reduction by studying particles
ranging from 0.025 to 0.2 mm. Their findings indicated that for particle sizes smaller than
0.045 mm, the reduction rate’s dependence on particle size is not significant. This is because
for particle sizes below 0.045 mm, the internal diffusion resistance becomes negligible [86].
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Yingxia Qu et al. also studied the effect of particle size on the reduction in fine-grained
hematite particles. They concluded that particle size has a negligible impact on the degree
of reduction [46].

Considering that different iron (Fe) materials were used in various studies, each with
different chemical and mineralogical compositions, deviations in the reduction results can
be linked to these differences in composition and the purity of the input materials. A greater
impact of the input Fe materials on their hydrogen reduction is observed with commercial
iron ores and pellets, where impurities are present in larger quantities (typically 5–15%). In
these materials, the influence of individual oxides such as SiO2, CaO, MgO, and Al2O3 on
hydrogen reduction becomes evident.

Richard Sundberg, in his master’s thesis, investigated the effect that gangue has on the
reduction rate of iron oxides. The impact of gangue on the reduction of iron oxides depends
on the type and amount of oxides present. Oxides typically include SiO2, CaO, MgO,
and Al2O3. Al2O3 can increase the reduction rate if its content is less than 3%. Normally,
when magnetite is reduced, dense iron layers can form, which simultaneously prevent
the reducing gases from diffusing through to the core of the pellet. If Al2O3 is present,
it can at least partially hinder the formation of these dense iron layers, maintaining the
overall reduction rate. Some amount of CaO may also increase the reduction rate, while
MgO lowers it. The addition of SiO2 may lead to the formation of iron silicate (fayalite)
during reduction. The presence of fayalite has a detrimental effect on the reduction rate,
particularly during the later stages of reduction (from wüstite to iron). This negative impact
is more pronounced when the reductant is CO as opposed to H2. Most reviewed studies
reported a beneficial effect of CaO on the reduction rate. Some mechanisms by which CaO
accelerates reduction include increasing the initial porosity, dissociating wüstite, and pro-
moting a porous structure in the reduced iron layer. The positive impact of Al2O3 addition
on the reduction rate can be attributed to the formation of hercynite precipitates, which are
proposed to facilitate gas diffusion by disrupting the atomic arrangement within the iron
oxide structure. The effect of MgO on the reduction in iron oxides can be either beneficial or
deleterious, depending on the phases formed during reduction. The incorporation of MgO
into magnetite appears to facilitate the formation of magnesio spinels, thereby promoting a
porous structure. However, when MgO is added to wüstite compacts, a dense structure is
formed due to the formation of magnesio-wüstite [87].

Heidari et al. in their review, mentioned that by increasing the temperature and
hydrogen concentration, the formation of the phases, such as MgFe2O4 and FexSiyO4,
become faster, which increases the resistance of interfacial chemical reaction during the
reduction. Higher contents of CaO, SiO2, and MgO can be found in larger particles, which
leads to the formation of cracks and accelerate the reduction of wüstite [67].

2.2.5. Influence of Pressure on the Reduction in Fe Oxides by Hydrogen

Technologies for direct reduction, such as shaft furnaces (examples include MIDREX
and HYL Energiron) and fluidized beds (like FINMET and CIRCORED), have been de-
veloped and are currently widely used in the industry. The latest version of the MIDREX
process operates at a pressure slightly above normal atmospheric levels, approximately 1.5
to 2.0 bar. In contrast, the HYL Energiron process functions at a much higher pressure, over
5 bar. Fluidized bed reactors, used in these contexts, operate at pressures above 4 bar, which
is necessary to fluidize ore fines. It is crucial to understand how gas pressure influences the
reaction in HDR processes [88].

A few studies have evaluated the impact of gas pressure on HDR processes using
pure reducing gases (H2 or CO) or gas mixtures, which include H2, CO, H2O, CO2, and
inert gases [69,89–91]. These investigations highlighted the nuanced impact of the absolute
pressure of the gas mixture, within a range of 1 to 3 bar, on the kinetics of the reduction
process [69,92]. In contrast, an increase in the partial pressure of reducing gases (H2 or CO)
has been found to effectively enhance the reduction kinetics [90].
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Nevertheless, it is the partial pressure of the reducing gases that more significantly
influences the reaction’s driving force than the absolute pressure. A higher partial pressure
of these gases indicates a greater number of moles of the reducing gas within a given
volume of the reaction chamber. This increase improves the likelihood of gas molecule
dissociation and the frequency of collisions between the reducing gas molecules and iron
oxides, thereby substantially enhancing the reaction process. Specifically, when pure H2
was used, an increase in absolute pressure (ranging from 5 to 36 bar) facilitated rapid
reduction kinetics [89]. From a thermodynamic perspective, this effect can be attributed
to an increase in the partial pressure of H2, as the quantity of hydrogen gas significantly
increases in the reactor (which has a fixed volume), while the amount of H2O remains
relatively constant [89].

Habermann et al. [90] investigated the impact of total pressure on the reduction
rate of hematite using reducing gases with high hydrogen content in a fluidized bed
reactor, maintaining a constant superficial gas velocity. They found that, at a constant
partial pressure of hydrogen in the reducing gas (constant molar flow), an increase in total
pressure does not enhance the reduction rate during the early and medium stages of the
process. However, at the final stage of reduction, the slowdown in the reduction rate can be
delayed to achieve higher degrees of conversion by using higher pressures. Additionally,
with increasing total pressure while keeping the partial pressure of hydrogen constant
(resulting in a higher molar flow), an increase in the reduction rate was observed [92].

However, the literature reveals a scarcity of comprehensive studies on how pressure
impacts the HDR process. Given the presence of multiple factors that control the rate,
including gaseous diffusion, chemical reactions, solid-state diffusion, and others, it is
important to gain a clearer understanding and separation of the effects of pressure on
different reduction processes and reactor conditions [88].

Understanding the specific impact of pressure on the hydrogen direct reduction
(HDR) process is complex, due to the interrelated dynamics of gaseous diffusion, chemical
reactions, and solid-state diffusion involved in the process. Hydrogen gas diffusion through
the iron ore matrix is crucial for determining the rate of reduction reactions. The pressure
affects the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in the gas phase, influencing how effectively
hydrogen can infiltrate the deeper regions of iron ore pellets or lumps. Pressure not only
influences the speed at which hydrogen moves, but also directly impacts the chemical
reaction kinetics of converting iron oxides into metallic iron. Generally, an increase in
pressure raises the partial pressure of hydrogen, which may accelerate the reduction
reactions. However, this relationship is not straightforward, as it varies based on the
specific kinetics and thermodynamics at different pressures. Once hydrogen reaches the
ore’s interior, it must move through the solid structure of the iron oxides to react at specific
sites. The impact of pressure on this type of diffusion can be complex and is often affected by
the ore’s microstructure, such as its porosity and the presence of crystal defects. Moreover,
the physical characteristics of the iron ore, including its porosity and permeability, play
a significant role in how gases diffuse through the material. Increased pressure might
compact the material, potentially reducing its permeability and offsetting the advantages
of enhanced diffusion from higher pressure. Impurities and gangue materials within the
ore can also alter the reduction kinetics, with their behavior potentially changing under
different pressure conditions, adding another layer of complexity to isolating the effects of
pressure on the reduction process. Precisely controlling and measuring pressure in the high-
temperature conditions typical of HDR processes poses a technical challenge. Consistent
application of uniform pressure and maintaining stable experimental conditions across
tests are difficult. Accurately determining the rate of hydrogen consumption, measuring
diffusion rates, and tracking reduction progress under high pressures and temperatures
are significantly challenging. These measurements require advanced sensing and imaging
technologies, which, despite their capabilities, may be limited by the demanding conditions
of HDR processes [69,88–92].
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2.3. Results of Research Studies Focused on the Reduction in Iron Pellets with Hydrogen

Authors in international publications have extensively researched the reduction in
iron pellets with hydrogen. Consistent with findings related to the reduction in ores and
synthetic powders, the highest rate of reduction was observed when using H2, while the
lowest rate was achieved with CO. The reduction rate with a gaseous mixture of H2 and CO
was intermediate [51,93]. Qing Lyu et al., who studied the reduction of industrial pellets
in a CO:H2:N2 atmosphere at various ratios, found that increasing the temperature from
700 ◦C to 1000 ◦C significantly accelerated the reduction process [38]. They also examined
the composition of the reducing gas. At 700 ◦C, the degree of reduction reached 87.32%
after 2.5 h in a gas mixture containing 30% CO + 20% H2, compared to only 60.41% with a
mixture of 30% CO + 5% H2 [59].

During the reduction of iron ore pellets, the internal structural changes—specifically
porosity and grain morphology—are critical factors that influence both the efficiency of
the reduction process and the quality of the resulting iron product. These factors vary
significantly with temperature changes during the reduction. Here is how each factor plays
a role [94].

Porosity is crucial for allowing reducing gases, like carbon monoxide (CO) and hydro-
gen (H2), to penetrate the pellets and react with the iron oxides [94,95]. Porosity is a crucial
factor limiting the rate of the reduction process. It is influenced by the pellet’s porosity in
terms of size, distribution, and tortuosity of pores, which affect the volume of hydrogen re-
acting with the internal surface of the pellet. When porosity is low and pores on the surface
are small, hydrogen diffusion into the pellet becomes hindered, making solid-state diffusion
from the surface more critical, and much slower [96]. Higher porosity facilitates better gas
diffusion, leading to more efficient reduction. Increased porosity typically enhances the
surface area available for chemical reactions, thus increasing the rate at which reduction can
occur. During the initial stages of heating, the thermal decomposition of certain compounds
(like carbonates) within the pellets can increase porosity. At higher temperatures, sintering
effects can reduce porosity as grain boundaries begin to fuse, potentially limiting gas access
to the pellet’s core and slowing down the reduction process [94,95].

At higher temperatures, the grains within the pellets can grow larger. While this can
potentially strengthen the pellet structure post-reduction, it may also reduce porosity as
the grains merge. Different temperatures can lead to phase changes in the iron oxides (e.g.,
from magnetite to wüstite to metallic iron), each with distinct grain morphologies which
can affect the mechanical properties of the pellets. Larger, well-formed grains can enhance
the mechanical integrity of the pellets, making them less prone to degradation during
handling and transport. Optimizing the temperature profile during reduction is essential
to balance the processes of porosity generation and grain growth. Effective temperature
management can maximize reduction efficiency while maintaining the structural integrity
of the pellets [94,95].

The reduction is highest for pellets with the highest porosity [40]. At elevated tem-
peratures, the reduction process is accelerated in a reducing atmosphere. An increase in
the porosity of the pellets also occurs in the reduction process itself [97]. The total porosity
increases at higher temperatures, while the porosity inside the reduced iron decreases and
the porosity between the particles increases [58,98].

The kinetics of reduction depends on the starting pellets properties [97]. The reduction
time is primarily influenced by pellet diameter, related to pellet density and the reducing
atmosphere. Changes in pellet diameter affect how density influences the reduction; higher
density diminishes the impact of diameter, whereas in larger, less dense pellets, the effect of
density is less pronounced. Reduction time also correlates with both the absolute porosity
and the dimensions of surface pores—larger pores facilitate faster reduction [96].

Pasquale Cavaliere et al. investigated that the time to 95% reduction is mainly influ-
enced by the pellet’s diameter and density and then by the reduction temperature. The rate
of reduction in the first stages is mainly influenced by the reduction temperature and then
by the pellet’s physical properties [97].
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In general, as the pellet diameter increases, the reduction rate decreases [99]. Metolina
P. et al. confirmed that the increase in temperature and decrease in pellet size considerably
favor the reduction rate [100].

Yan Ma et al. highlighted the significant impact of pellet microstructure on reduction
efficiency, with heterogeneity in metallization rates observed along the pellet radius during
the reduction process at 900 ◦C. The surface showed high metallization while deeper layers
contained substantial amounts of unreduced wüstite. This heterogeneity was attributed to
delayed oxygen diffusion in these areas, emphasizing the importance of microstructural
control for efficient reduction. Microtomography revealed increasing porosity and pore
tortuosity as reduction advanced, with these structural changes contributing to slower
kinetics in later stages. SEM analysis indicated that the initial reduction stages led to
a porous structure with many small grains, but as reduction proceeded, the structure
densified, particularly in the outer layers, hindering further gas diffusion [101].

Ming-Hua et al. studied direct reduction behavior and dynamic characteristics of oxi-
dized pellets under the 75% H2–25% N2 atmosphere at 760, 900, and 1000 ◦C. It is observed
that the section surface becomes brighter after reduction under higher temperature, which
attributes to the reflective performance enhancement with the increasing metallic content.
Pellets reduced at 760 ◦C are characterized by a dark unreacted core (5 mm in diameter)
surrounded by the light iron layer, which means the reduction has not been completed.
Pellets reduced at 900 and 1000 ◦C were uniform and bright. Optical microstructures of
pellets reduced at 760 ◦C showed lots of metallic iron in bulk in the exterior, while a large
mount of wüstite, which looks darker than iron, exists mainly in the interior and the metal-
lic iron is scattered in the wüstite. It is obvious that the content of iron decreases gradually
from the outside in. Microstructures of pellets reduced at 900 and 1000 ◦C showed that
there is no significant difference in the microstructures between the edges and the interior.
The uniform distribution of massive metallic iron is found all across the visual field. It is
noted that more pores and smaller iron grains are observed. The reduction degree increases
significantly from 0.746 to 0.919 when temperature increases from 760 ◦C to 900 ◦C. The
value further increases to 0.989 at 1000 ◦C, which is in line with microstructure observation
that more pores found at 1000 ◦C may facilitate the diffusion of reduction gas through
the production layer and reaction with wüstite at the later stages, leading to the reduction
enhancement [102].

Kovtun et al. examined that during pellet reduction, iron oxide presence varied with
temperature. At 700 ◦C and 800 ◦C, iron oxide (likely FeO and/or Fe3O4) was observed,
with it being more concentrated at the pellet edges at 800 ◦C. By 900 ◦C and 1000 ◦C, no
iron oxide was detected, indicating better reducibility at higher temperatures. Initially, fine
micropores and dense metallized iron formations were seen at 700 ◦C and 800 ◦C, with
larger micropores at 800 ◦C. Macropores were absent at these lower temperatures, but
appeared at 900 ◦C and 1000 ◦C, suggesting enhanced hydrogen diffusivity and increased
reduction rates. Surface cracks at 1000 ◦C also indicated high hydrogen diffusivity and
effective reduction [103].

Patisson et al., in their review study, focused on scanning electron microscopy obser-
vations of the internal structure of pellets during reduction with hydrogen, as shown in
Figure 12. Initially, a pellet is a porous agglomerate of dense hematite grains (f). After
reduction, the overall structure of the pellet remains largely unchanged, except for a slight
increase in porosity. However, significant transformations occur at the grain scale. The iron
grains (a–e) are markedly different from the initial hematite grains, and their metamor-
phosis varies with temperature; iron grains formed at higher temperatures are larger and
smoother. The center column (f–j) illustrates the transformation over time. Initially, some
pores appear on the surface of the grains (g–h). As reduction progresses to the wüstite stage,
the grains begin to fragment into smaller pieces, referred to as crystallites (i). Subsequently,
the iron phase expands internally at the expense of the diminishing wüstite cores within
the crystallites (k–n). At temperatures above 900 ◦C, the iron spreads across the crystallites
and tends to amalgamate them [104].
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Figure 12. SEM micrographs showing the morphological changes at the granular scale in CVRD-DR
pellets; (a–e): iron grains after reduction at different temperatures; (f–j): grains in different stages
of a reduction at 800 ◦C; (k–n): polished cross-sections at conversion degrees of 65% (k,l) and 81%
(m,n) for samples reduced at 900 ◦C; the red arrows point to shrinking wüstite cores (dark gray)
surrounded with a spreading layer of iron (light gray), indicated by the blue arrows. Adapted from
Ref. [104].

The structural changes impact not just the speed of reduction, but also the properties
of the iron produced. Understanding and controlling the internal structural changes of
iron ore pellets—specifically porosity and grain morphology—throughout the reduction
process at varying temperatures is key to enhancing both the efficiency of the reduction
process and the quality of the final iron product. This includes carefully managing the
thermal profile during reduction to optimize these structural features [94,95].

The Reduction Swelling Index (RSI) quantifies the increase in pellet volume during
reduction and is known to rise with increasing temperature [58,105,106]. Scharm et al.
found that the RSI is significantly higher in an H2 atmosphere compared to a CO atmo-
sphere, peaking during the first stage of reduction (Figure 13) [58]. Conversely, Yi et al.
noted that pellet swelling intensifies with both increasing temperature and CO content
in the atmosphere [107]. The expansion in CO atmospheres is often maintained in later
stages due to the formation of iron whiskers. The increase in pellet volume is primarily
attributed to the formation of the FeO phase, which causes swelling. However, in an H2
atmosphere, pellets rapidly transition through the FeO phase, which reduces subsequent
swelling [107]. Zhao et al. observed that the RSI of pellets decreases with increasing H2
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content; they also noted that temperature has a more significant impact on swelling than
the composition of the reducing atmosphere [105]. Kovtun et al. found that the chemical
composition and porosity of pellets significantly affect the RSI; specifically, pellets with
lower gangue (CaO and SiO2) content exhibited higher RSI at the same temperature [106].
Conversely, Sharma et al. reported that an increase in gangue content leads to a decrease in
RSI [108]. Nyankson et al. observed that pellets reduced with 100% H2 developed larger
and more visible cracks compared to those reduced with 100% CO, suggesting that the
extensive swelling in H2 atmospheres may contribute to these formations [37].
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Figure 13. Reduction swelling index (RSI): (a) of individual pellets during their reduction in an
atmosphere of H2 and CO at 800, 900, 1000, and 1100 ◦C; (b) comparison of the maximum RSI of
all individual pellets reduced in an atmosphere of H2 and CO at each temperature. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [58]. 2024 Elsevier.

2.4. Results of Research Studies Focused on the Reduction in Iron Materials with Hydrogen Using
Hydrogen Plasma

The reduction potential of Fe materials using hydrogen plasma was confirmed through
various studies [109,110]. Isnaldi R. Souza Filho et al. investigated what they termed hybrid
reduction of hematite pellets, which combines two processes: DR (Direct Reduction in a
hydrogen atmosphere within furnace equipment) and HPR (Hydrogen Plasma Reduction),
as illustrated in Figure 14 [111]. They found that the maximum utilization and greatest
potential for H2 savings occurred when the hematite pellets were initially reduced by 38%
at 700 ◦C in an H2 atmosphere and then further reduced to liquid iron in a plasma furnace
using an Ar-10% H2 mixture (Figure 14).

Overall, reduction occurs faster using hydrogen plasma (or a combination of the
Direct Reduction (DR) process and hydrogen plasma) than using the DR process alone.
The complete transformation of hematite into liquid iron is achieved after only 15 min of
exposure to hydrogen plasma. In contrast, in the DR process, sponge iron is produced
within approximately 70 min at 700 ◦C and about 40 min at 900 ◦C when directly exposing
hematite to H2. Moreover, arc plasma operates much more stably when processing semi-
reduced oxides (for example, pellets reduced by 38%) compared to using hematite-based
materials as the starting input [111].
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Figure 14. Overall efficiency trend in hydrogen consumption during the DR process (represented
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2.5. Critical Analysis of Reduction in Iron Oxides with Hydrogen, Advantages and Disadvantages
of Reduction of Iron Oxides with Hydrogen

The critical point in the reduction of Fe materials using hydrogen primarily focuses
on achieving conditions where the reaction is thermodynamically favorable and can pro-
ceed efficiently. This involves maintaining a high temperature, typically around 800 ◦C,
necessary to effectively drive the reduction reaction. At these temperatures, the thermody-
namic conditions allow hydrogen to reduce iron oxides into metallic iron, simultaneously
producing water vapor as a byproduct. Additionally, managing the hydrogen pressure
is crucial, as higher pressures can enhance the reduction rate due to the increased avail-
ability of hydrogen molecules to react with the iron oxides. Moreover, the kinetics of
the reaction are significantly influenced by the physical characteristics of the iron oxide,
such as particle size, porosity, and the specific oxide form (hematite, magnetite, etc.). It
is essential to optimally control these parameters—temperature, hydrogen pressure, and
material characteristics—to ensure an efficient reduction process in an industrial setting.
This includes meticulously managing the reaction environment to prevent the reoxidation
of the reduced iron by controlling the gas composition, particularly the ratio of hydrogen
to water vapor produced in the reaction.

The reduction in iron oxides by hydrogen is a topic that has been extensively investi-
gated in numerous studies. However, uncertainties still exist regarding the details of the
process. One area of uncertainty is the effect of changes in the composition of the H2-H2O
gas mixture, which impacts the kinetics of the reduction process. Research has shown that
this reaction positively influences the reduction rate at lower temperatures, but has almost
no noticeable effect at higher temperatures. While there has been considerable research into
the thermodynamics and kinetics of reducing iron oxide using CO, H2, and their mixtures
to enhance understanding of the reduction mechanisms, there is a critical need to further
explore the interactions between CO (and CO2) and H2 (and H2O) across a wide range of
temperatures. This will help identify the most effective H2 concentration for the reduction
process. The kinetics of hydrogen reduction in iron oxides continues to be a subject of
research; the effects of changing gas composition and other reaction conditions such as
reducing gas flow, pressure, and temperature remain not fully understood.

All research so far has concluded that the kinetics of the reduction in iron oxides
by hydrogen are faster at higher temperatures (up to approximately 1000 ◦C). Increasing
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the temperature further might accelerate the reduction rate; however, depending on the
mineralogical composition of the Fe ores or pellets, higher temperatures might lead to the
melting of the iron oxides, potentially slowing down the reduction process significantly.
Parameters such as temperature, particle diameter, and particle porosity significantly
impact the reduction reactions. The reduction in wüstite to iron is the slowest stage since
this step involves removing most of the oxygen from the ore, and the bond between
oxygen and iron is the strongest in this phase. Several models for reducing iron oxides by
hydrogen have been developed in research studies. Comparisons between these models and
experimental results indicate that, while the models can provide fairly accurate outcomes,
some parameters might not be correctly estimated. This discrepancy is partly due to the
complex nature of the experimental conditions which involve numerous variables that
need to be considered. Therefore, accurately determining these parameters from limited
experimental data is challenging, and the influence of certain parameters (e.g., temperature,
flow, pressure, and physicochemical state of the particle) is highly interdependent. To
improve modeling and parameter prediction, a comprehensive set of experimental data
should be used to more precisely study the kinetics. Additionally, it would be beneficial to
explore the chemical kinetics of hydrogen reduction of iron oxides at very small particle
sizes to minimize the overlapping effects of chemical reaction rate, mass transfer, and
diffusion. In the direct reduction in Fe materials with hydrogen, the following main steps
should be examined more thoroughly:

• mass transfer of the hydrogen from the stream to the surface of the reduced material;
• diffusion of the approaching gas through the tick film surrounding the reduced material;
• diffusion inside the surface pores;
• adsorption of hydrogen at the different oxides interphases;
• consequent oxygen removal through phase boundary reactions;
• formation of water vapor, iron oxides and ferrous iron;
• desorption of all the gases belonging to the reactions;
• solid state diffusion of the reacted products;
• diffusion of gaseous products back toward the surface;
• and mass transfer of the gaseous product toward the stream.

The development of thermodynamic models plays a crucial role in using compu-
tational methods to study the impacts of various variables on the chemical system of
iron oxide reduction with hydrogen under equilibrium conditions. The aim is to derive
the simplest possible model that can predict the output parameters—such as quantities,
chemical and mineralogical composition, and total heat—based on the input chemical
analysis of Fe materials. However, some thermodynamic models struggle to accurately
predict the reaction mechanism of iron oxide reduction by hydrogen, as they do not always
correlate well with the kinetic behaviors observed in experiments. The microstructure of
metallized products, when reduced with hydrogen, significantly influences the outcomes.
Phase transformations during hydrogen reductions can lead to complex developments in
the microstructure of the metallized product. Various components of the microstructure
play critical roles in facilitating the accelerated transport of reducing gases. One significant
kinetic barrier is nucleation during phase transformations, particularly the slow process
of iron formation. Research on this phenomenon is limited, but critical. Additionally, the
size of the reduced particles has a profound effect on metallization and reduction with
hydrogen. Initially, this factor was considered minor due to the rapid diffusion of hydrogen;
however, the transport of oxygen and the removal of water vapor from the reaction zone
present significant kinetic challenges and complications.

Consequently, a detailed investigation of the ideal sizes of Fe pellets or ores is an
important area of research for optimizing the direct kinetics of hydrogen reduction and the
metallization of iron oxides. Considering the physical changes that occur, the volume of the
pellets expands during reduction, and significant swelling phenomena can lead to irregular
reduction outcomes. This swelling can decrease the permeability of the pellets and, in some
cases, cause the entire burden to collapse. Therefore, it is crucial to accurately characterize
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the swelling behavior of the pellets before proceeding. Swelling typically occurs as wüstite
converts into iron, a phase during which there is limited nucleation. The nuclei that do
form tend to grow in a needle-like shape, leading to the volumetric expansion observed as
swelling. This transformation also correlates with a decrease in the compression strength
of the structure, making it prone to generating fines. In terms of industrial pellets, findings
are often inconsistent, particularly concerning the detailed kinetics of pellet reduction
under various temperatures and pressures. This inconsistency is largely due to the initial
composition of the pellets, as well as their density, and the size and shape of their pores, all
of which significantly affect the reduction process. As a result, there is no consensus on how
all these factors influence the development of the process. This lack of agreement leads to
numerous contradictions in existing research, partly because many studies focus exclusively
on one type of pellet in terms of its composition and porosity. Another fundamental aspect
affecting the direct reduction behavior is the material composition in terms of iron oxides,
different metals oxides, gangue, and impurities. These components crucially impact the
reduction dynamics and the quality of the final metallized product.

The kinetics of reduction reactions slow down in the case of ores with a higher impurity
content. In the case of synthetic powders with a purity of 99.5% to 99.9%, the impacts of in-
dividual impurities on the reduction process have not yet been detailed in research studies.
Studies indicate that pure synthetic powders are best reduced by hydrogen, achieving high
degrees of reduction (approximately 95–99%). As shown in the study by Hessels et al. [61],
even for highly pure iron oxides, the kinetics of reduction vary significantly due to the influ-
ence of macrostructure (particle size, porosity) and microstructure (crystal size, vacancies,
impurities), as well as experimental conditions (temperature, time, methods). As a result,
there is currently no generalized kinetic model or parameters for the reduction in iron
oxide that consider deviations in reduction results due to differences in the composition
and purity of synthetic powders. New types of synthetic powders therefore require their
own kinetic measurement and analysis. Synthetic powders based on Fe oxides have unique
properties, such as chemical and mineralogical composition, size, surface morphology, etc.,
for which results are available only for the specific materials used. In the future, it would
be necessary to focus on creating more detailed mathematical models for the reduction of
Fe oxides using hydrogen, which would take into account the current composition and
purity of the Fe materials used for reduction.

The use of hydrogen in the reduction of Fe materials offers significant advantages
beyond its low environmental impact, primarily due to its superior thermodynamic and
kinetic properties. These properties enable the reduction process to be conducted at sig-
nificantly lower temperatures and achieve a higher degree of reduction and metallization
compared to traditional carbonaceous reducing agents. A key benefit of using hydrogen
is the potential to produce a product with very low levels of impurities; this is because
hydrogen, as a gas, does not introduce additional contaminants like solid carbonaceous
materials might. Moreover, there is an urgent need to develop new ironmaking methods
that move away from traditional blast furnaces and instead utilize hydrogen as the main
reducing agent. This shift is driven by global concerns about climate change and the neces-
sity to adopt more sustainable industrial practices. However, despite these innovations,
steel remains indispensable globally due to its affordability and superior properties. The
transition to more technologically advanced, yet environmentally friendly production
methods must not compromise the safety, stability, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of
traditional processes. This is especially pertinent considering the production costs of hy-
drogen are currently prohibitively high. While incorporating hydrogen can accelerate the
reduction process, producing hydrogen is energy-intensive and alters the thermodynamic
characteristics of the reduction process due to endothermic reactions. As such, significant
volumes and high pressures are necessary to mitigate heat losses. Another challenge is
the high cost of produced hydrogen and the stringent safety measures required due to
its highly flammable and explosive nature. Furthermore, existing research studies often
overlook a thorough analysis of the risks associated with using hydrogen as a reducing
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agent, which is a critical area that needs addressing to ensure the safe implementation of
these new technologies.

To ensure hydrogen benefits metallurgy, its use must significantly expand, and its
production must come from renewable energy sources (including nuclear) and be com-
pletely decarbonized. Widespread use of hydrogen as a reducing agent in the metallurgical
industry also requires the availability of hydrogen infrastructure, transport, and efficient
hydrogen storage technologies. Additionally, missing regulations on hydrogen application
in metallurgical technologies and ensuring the safety of technological devices pose chal-
lenges. Currently, a significant barrier to adopting hydrogen as a reducing agent in the
metallurgical industry is its production costs, which result in high prices for final products.
Another issue is that different iron and steel production processes have varying hydrogen
purity requirements. The blast furnace process does not require highly pure hydrogen, as
it uses a hydrogen-rich mixed gas. In contrast, the DRI process typically uses a reducing
gas with higher hydrogen content and purity, which is currently difficult to achieve with
its majority production from fossil fuels. The use of hydrogen for ore reduction is also
influenced by various technological and technical parameters (e.g., the quality of input
material, the reducing device used, materials in contact with hydrogen, flue gas monitoring,
etc.). Acquiring high-quality ore (or pellets) for efficient hydrogen reduction will continue
to be challenging. Problems may also arise from low-temperature powdering of grains and
sticking of the batch in reduction devices during hydrogen reduction. Given the endother-
mic nature of hydrogen reduction, maintaining furnace temperature is challenging and
requires external heat supply, which can cause stability issues in the process [112,113].

3. Discussion

Laboratory research on the reduction in iron ore using hydrogen focuses on exploring
the feasibility and effectiveness of using hydrogen as a reducing agent in metallurgical
processes. Below are the key aspects of research regarding the use of hydrogen as a reducing
agent in the reduction of iron (Fe) commodities:

• Kinetics of reduction: Researchers study the kinetics of hydrogen reduction reactions
at the laboratory level. This involves examining the rate at which iron oxides (usually
hematite or magnetite) are reduced to metallic iron in the presence of hydrogen.

• Optimum temperature and pressure: Identifying the optimal temperature and pressure
that maximize the speed and completeness of the reduction process is a key area of
research. Scientists are working to pinpoint these conditions.

• Mechanisms of reduction: Understanding the mechanisms in hydrogen reduction
reactions is crucial. Researchers are identifying reaction pathways to better control
and enhance the reduction process.

• Gas composition: Researchers experiment with different gas compositions, including
variations in hydrogen concentration, to assess their effects on reduction efficiency. This
may involve using pure hydrogen or a mixture of gases with a high hydrogen content.

• Material characterization: Before and after reduction, researchers use analytical
techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to characterize the iron ore and
reduced products.

• Effect of impurities: The research explores the impact of impurities in iron ore and
hydrogen gas on the reduction process and the quality of the obtained iron.

• Reaction Modeling: Mathematical modeling and simulations are employed to pre-
dict and optimize process parameters, providing insights into reaction behavior and
guiding experimental design.

• Energy efficiency: The research aims to enhance the energy efficiency of the hydrogen
reduction process. This includes assessing the energy required for hydrogen produc-
tion and iron ore reduction, and exploring ways to minimize energy consumption.
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• Product quality: Research focuses on improving the quality of the iron reduced by
hydrogen. This includes achieving the desired chemical compositions, metallurgical
properties, and purity levels of the reduced Fe.

• Environmental Impact: Studies assess the environmental impact of hydrogen-based
reduction processes, including by-product emissions and their potential effects on air
quality and greenhouse gas emissions.

• Economic sustainability: Researchers evaluate the economic viability of implementing
hydrogen-based reduction processes in the steel industry. This includes analyzing the
costs associated with hydrogen production and its impact on the overall economics of
the process.

Ensuring consistent and comparable results across different experiments that use
variable reducing atmospheres, such as pure H2, mixtures with N2, and various combi-
nations of reducing gases like H2, CO, and N2, involves several meticulous strategies
employed by researchers. Researchers ensure that all experiments are conducted using
highly standardized setups. This includes using the same type of reactors, maintaining
uniform sample sizes, and controlling the geometry and placement of samples within the
reactor to ensure uniform exposure to gases. The proportions of gases in the mixtures
are precisely controlled and measured using advanced gas flow and mixing systems. Gas
flow rates are regulated with mass flow controllers that provide high accuracy and re-
peatability in the gas composition delivered to the reaction chamber. Before and after
reduction, materials are characterized using techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and others to determine phase compositions and
morphological changes. This helps ensure that the observed effects are due to the reducing
atmosphere and not variations in material properties. Researchers perform multiple runs of
the same experiment to check for reproducibility. This practice helps verify that the results
are consistent and reliable across different experimental runs under the same conditions.

Given that there is currently no standardized methodology for hydrogen reduction
worldwide and most experimental setups are based on their own original methodologies, it
is very challenging to ensure consistent and comparable results across different experiments,
especially regarding the influence of individual gas components on the observed reduction
parameters. It has been shown that comparable results across different experiments can
only be achieved when using pure hydrogen, as its higher reduction and diffusion capacity
has been demonstrated in most studies. When using mixtures of reduction gases based
on hydrogen (especially with an increased amount of CO), the diffusion coefficient of the
reduction gas decreases, and other factors, such as the physicochemical and metallurgical
properties of Fe materials and the temperature of reduction, have a major influence on the
kinetics of the reduction reactions.

To understand how studies address potential confounding factors or variations in
experimental conditions that might influence the observed differences in reduction rates
among hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO), or mixed gases, we can consider several key
aspects of experimental design and methodology. Studies typically ensure rigorous control
over experimental conditions such as temperature, pressure, and gas flow rates. These
parameters are closely monitored and maintained consistently to ensure that variations in
reduction rates are attributable to the gas composition rather than external variables. For
example, the temperature is often precisely controlled using sophisticated furnace systems,
and gas flow rates are regulated using mass flow controllers. To minimize variations
due to material differences, studies often use standardized or well-characterized samples
of iron oxides. This includes using pellets or powders with specified sizes, shapes, and
compositions. By standardizing the materials used, researchers can more reliably attribute
differences in reduction behavior to the gas composition rather than variations in the
physical or chemical properties of the samples. Studies frequently include repeated trials
under the same conditions to test the repeatability of the results. Additionally, experiments
are often replicated under slightly varied conditions to understand how sensitive the
results are to changes in experimental setups. This helps in distinguishing real effects from
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experimental noise or anomalies. To specifically assess the effects of different reducing gases,
experiments often involve comparative tests where everything except the type of reducing
gas remains constant. This allows for a direct comparison of the effects of H2, CO, and
mixed gases on reduction rates. It is common to switch gases in the same experimental setup
and measure how quickly the iron oxide reduces under each condition. By addressing these
factors, research studies aim to provide a clear understanding of how different reducing
gases influence the kinetics of iron oxide reduction, thereby contributing to the development
of more efficient and environmentally friendly metallurgical processes. Even though there
are differences in the impact of H2, CO, and mixed gases on the reduction in iron oxides in
research studies, detailed characteristics of the experiments are always provided, which
help generalize the results of the reduction processes. Correlations between experiments
and mathematical and thermodynamic models are also important. Therefore, the precise
construction of mathematical and thermodynamic models for the direct reduction in iron
oxides by H2 and CO gases is a fundamental key to predicting the hydrodynamics, mass
transfer, and heat transfer within the interaction of gases with solid matter and helps
minimize potential confounding factors or variations in experimental conditions.

Researchers achieve consistent and valid findings across studies investigating the
reduction potential of hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO), and mixed gases by meticu-
lously managing variables such as particle size, ore composition, and the specifics of the
experimental setup. They regulate the size and surface area of iron ore particles across
experiments to maintain uniformity, or they employ a controlled range of particle sizes to
examine their influence on the reduction process. This standardization helps distinguish
the effects of the gases used from the intrinsic properties of the ore. Given that the com-
position of different ores can vary in terms of iron oxides and gangue materials—factors
that affect the reduction outcome—researchers ensure uniformity by either sourcing ores
from the same batch or by conducting detailed analyses of their chemical and mineralogical
properties. The configuration and operational parameters of the experimental reactors,
such as fixed-bed, fluidized-bed, or rotary kilns, are also standardized to influence the
interaction dynamics between gases and solids consistently. Precise regulation and moni-
toring of the composition and flow rate of reducing gases are crucial, typically managed
with well-calibrated gas flow meters and mixing systems to guarantee that conditions
are uniform across all experiments. Moreover, to understand the relationship between
microstructural alterations and different reducing atmospheres, researchers utilize sophisti-
cated analytical methods like X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
and mass spectrometry to examine the products and residues of reduction. These methods
provide deep insights into how microstructural changes correlate with different reducing
environments, enhancing the reliability of research conclusions.

X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray spectroscopy
(energy-dispersive spectroscopy, EDS) are critical analytical techniques used to characterize
the structural and compositional changes in materials during reduction processes. Each
of these techniques provides unique insights into the properties of materials, and their
use is fundamental in many areas of materials science and engineering, especially when
modifying the chemical and physical structures of materials. XRD helps in identifying
the phase changes by detecting the arrangement and size of the crystals. The diffraction
patterns obtained can show changes in peak positions, intensities, and breadths, which
indicate alterations in lattice parameters, phase composition, and crystallinity. This is
crucial for understanding how reduction affects the structural properties at the atomic level.
SEM provides high-resolution images of the surface of materials, allowing for a detailed
examination of the morphology and topography [114,115].

After a reduction process, changes in surface morphology such as particle size, ag-
glomeration, and surface defects can be critical. SEM can visualize these changes and
give insights into the surface phenomena at the micro to nanoscale. This is particularly
important for evaluating how such physical changes influence the mechanical and chemical
properties of materials. EDS is used alongside SEM to analyze the elemental composi-
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tion of materials. It detects X-rays emitted from a sample during bombardment with an
electron beam to characterize the elemental composition of the analyzed volume. During
reduction, the elemental composition of a material can change significantly. EDS allows
for the identification and quantification of these elements before and after the reduction.
This is essential for confirming the success of the reduction process (e.g., reduction of iron
oxides to elemental iron) and for determining the purity of the reduced material. These
techniques are often used in tandem to provide a holistic view of material changes during
processes like reduction, ensuring that all aspects of material transformation are adequately
characterized [114,115].

Iron and its oxides are crystalline, meaning that the atoms are ordered in well defined
repetitive crystal structures. When illuminating these materials with a beam of X-ray light,
the beam will be diffracted, producing a measurable pattern of high intensity peaks. The
located (angle) of these peaks is the result of constructive and destructive interference
resulting from the crystal structure of the material. The produced interference pattern
is therefore a “fingerprint” of the atoms present the material in combination with their
orientation to each other. If a material is composed of a mixture of crystalline materials,
the measured pattern is a linear combination of the individual components (multiplied by
their mass fraction and inherent diffraction strength). On this principle, X-ray diffraction is
based [116].

A big challenge in mineral detection, identification, and distinction using EDS spectra
is that some minerals have very similar elemental compositions, such as hematite (Fe2O3)
and magnetite (Fe3O4). Hematite is composed of 70% by weight Fe and 30% by weight O,
while magnetite is made up of 72% by weight Fe and 28% by weight O. The EDS spectra
for both minerals appear to be very similar, and the very trivial differences in Fe and O
peaks cannot be resolved by appearance. In such scenarios, it is a good idea to use the
BSE image gray level as an additional distinguishing standard. It must be noted that for
such a measurement, a specific BSE brightness and contrast calibration is needed. Another
challenge is the detection range of EDS spectra, as it does not cover the whole elemental
periodic system. For example, the first light elements cannot be detected by EDS, such as
H, He, Li, and Be. It is, therefore, recommended to complement EDS spectra with XRD
and XRF methodologies for mineral identification and quantification. Other limitations
of EDS spectra include longer mapping causing damage to the samples, low sensitivity
of light elements, low quantitative accuracy, information about the chemical composition
only (not about functional groups or chemical bonds), and overlapping peaks, making it
difficult to distinguish among elements present in the sample. The XRD technique provides
insights about crystalline structures; however; it does not reveal any valuable information
about amorphous materials—a limitation. XRD works quite well with single-phase and
homogenous minerals; however, it does not demonstrate accuracy with mixed materials,
with which the detection limit of XRD is about 4 wt.% of the sample. Now we have the
possibility to attach cooling and heating stages, and it is possible to make measurements
with variations in temperature profiles and their effect on crystal parameters [117].

In the synthesis of findings presented in this article, a methodological approach
was employed, primarily focusing on studies that utilized comparable materials under
similar experimental conditions—such as temperatures and compositions of reducing
gases. The conclusions drawn herein are derived from analyses and outcomes observed
in studies where hydrogen was employed as the reducing agent. This approach ensures a
systematic comparison, enhancing the reliability and validity of the synthesized conclusions
by aligning experimental variables across different research contexts.

The laboratory experiments discussed in this article primarily focused on the reduction
of ores, pellets, and synthetic powders. The size of the samples and their grain sizes largely
depended on the dimensions of the experimental equipment used. The methods employed
for reducing various materials with hydrogen varied significantly. There is no standard-
ized or universally accepted method for hydrogen reduction at the global level. Most
of the experimental apparatus used in these studies were custom-built based on original
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methodologies, and their creators adapted these setups according to the characteristics of
the specific samples and the reduction parameters they were monitoring. Commonly used
methods included those based on TGA (Thermogravimetric Analysis) devices, fluidized
beds, and reduction retorts.

Most studies have focused on determining the reduction potential of H2. Researchers
agree that the reduction process using H2 occurs more intensively and quickly than with
pure CO or an H2/CO mixture.

Temperature is one of the most crucial factors influencing the hydrogen reduction
process. Reduction is more intense at higher temperatures, typically around 800 ◦C, which
significantly enhances both the reaction rate and the degree of reduction. Increasing the
temperature leads to an increase in these parameters. Conversely, some iron ore grains can
be effectively reduced even at lower temperatures, approximately 600 ◦C.

Overall, the reduction of Fe2O3 to Fe3O4 and Fe3O4 to FeO occurs very quickly. The
slowest step in the reduction reactions is the transformation of FeO into metallic Fe. In the
initial stages of reduction, the reduction rate is high and the degree of reduction increases
rapidly. However, in the later stages, this increase becomes less pronounced due to the
resistance offered by the product layer. An increase in H2 flow positively affects the degree
of reduction; higher flow rates lead to greater reduction. Several studies have addressed
the influence of the composition of the reduced material. The reduction in hematite by
hydrogen is generally faster than that of magnetite, especially at higher temperatures.
These studies have shown that the degree of reduction is primarily affected by factors such
as porosity—whether initial or developed due to phase changes and temperature—and
the surface area. Regarding particle size, it has been found that for particles smaller than
0.045 mm, the reduction rate is not significantly influenced because, at these sizes, internal
diffusion resistance is negligible. However, for larger particles, size does impact reduction
rates, mainly through diffusivity. In terms of pressure, research has indicated a subtle
impact of the absolute pressure of the gas mixture, within a range of 1 to 3 bars, on the
kinetics of the reduction process. Conversely, an increase in the partial pressure of reducing
gases notably enhances the reduction kinetics. The main conclusions from the literature
review are illustrated in the diagram in Figure 15.
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In their publications, the authors extensively discussed the impact of physical prop-
erties, such as porosity and pellet diameter, on the rate of hydrogen reduction. Generally,
the rate of reduction decreases as the pellet diameter increases. Concurrently, it has been
observed that the reduction is most effective in pellets with the highest porosity. Iron-based
pellets undergo volume changes influenced by the reducing atmosphere and the temper-
ature at which reduction occurs. Additionally, the studies revisited the effect of adding
biomass to the pellets and concluded that this inclusion positively affects the porosity of
the resulting pellets.

4. Conclusions

Research into the use of hydrogen in metallurgy, particularly during reduction pro-
cesses, is currently a topic of considerable interest. Laboratory research should be oriented
towards achieving practical results that could underpin further technology development
and implementation in industrial applications. This research should also aid in developing
innovative and sustainable iron production methods that do not produce high levels of
CO2 emissions. Researchers are focused on optimizing reduction conditions and develop-
ing new methodologies and technologies aimed at streamlining and enhancing hydrogen
reduction processes in metallurgy. In this way, it is possible to achieve not only economic
benefits, but also environmental sustainability in metallurgical reduction processes. As
part of this effort, an analysis and study of the current knowledge was conducted, with an
emphasis on the applications of hydrogen as a reducing agent in the metallurgical processes
of iron and steel production. The analysis indicates that hydrogen, as an environmentally
friendly reducing agent, holds significant potential for use in reducing Fe commodities.
Currently, however, there are several limitations and challenges that hinder its broader
use, such as the cost of hydrogen production, safety issues, and the need for changes in
infrastructure and existing technologies. Addressing these challenges could bring the use
of hydrogen as a reducing agent in metallurgy closer to practical application and help
achieve ecological goals in the metal mining and processing industry.
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